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Q1 What’s East Greenwich's most valuable asset?
Answered: 313

Skipped: 1
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QUIZ STATISTICS
Percent Correct
93%
ANSWER CHOICES
3

Average Score
1.0/1.0 (100%)

Standard Deviation
0.00

Difficulty
1/3

SCORE

RESPONSES

Main Street

1/1

22.36%

70

Our schools

1/1

41.85%

131

The waterfront

1/1

9.58%

30

Our location within the state

1/1

14.06%

44

Our history

1/1

5.43%

17

Other (please specify)

--

6.71%

21

TOTAL

313
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Q2 What is the biggest challenge facing the town?
Answered: 311

Skipped: 3
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Maintaining and improving the quality of our schools

35.69%

111

Property taxes

32.80%

102

Housing costs

12.86%

40

Risks associated with climate change

3.22%

10

Keeping businesses in East Greenwich

25.40%

79

Other (please specify)

10.93%

34

Total Respondents: 311
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Q3 What is something you wish EG had?
Answered: 311

Skipped: 3

More
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Bike lanes
Underground
power lines
More public
transit options
Better access
to the...
More downtown
parking
Other (please
specify)
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More recreational opportunities

9.00%

28

Bike lanes

4.50%

14

Underground power lines

20.90%

65

More public transit options

7.07%

22

Better access to the waterfront

16.72%

52

More downtown parking

26.69%

83

Other (please specify)

15.11%

47

TOTAL

311
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Q4 What is it you want to preserve about East Greenwich?
Answered: 313

Skipped: 1
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Excellent
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Honoring the
past

Other (please
specify)
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Percent Correct
93%
ANSWER CHOICES
3

Average Score
1.0/1.0 (100%)

Standard Deviation
0.00

Difficulty
1/3

SCORE

RESPONSES

Vibrant downtown

1/1

31.31%

98

Sense of community

1/1

19.81%

62

Excellent schools

1/1

36.10%

113

Honoring the past

1/1

6.39%

20

Other (please specify)

--

6.39%

20

TOTAL

313
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Q5 Are you a
Answered: 313

Skipped: 1
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Q6 Anything else you'd like to add?
Answered: 151

Skipped: 163

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

We must control property taxes. Or property values will pay the price.

12/6/2019 2:05 PM

2

Limit the condo development

12/5/2019 3:02 PM

3

Thoroughly enjoyed this event and looking forward to keeping the dialogue open! Thank you
Elizabeth and MJ for hosting!

12/2/2019 3:52 PM

4

Parking is a nightmare. How can the waterfront or downtown grow without a plan. And it’s absurd
that 3 or 4 prime spaces in swift community parking are now for electric cars. Who’s paying for
that!

12/2/2019 3:59 AM

5

It's a great town, don't mess it up

12/2/2019 12:38 AM

6

Would love to see nicer street lamps, better sidewalks and streets repacked.

12/2/2019 12:02 AM

7

Please help police the waterfront, the homeless living there is getting out of hand. The police take
a blind eye to it.

12/1/2019 11:46 PM

8

No

12/1/2019 11:45 PM

9

The condition of Main Street itself and sidewalks is looking "frumpy". It needs a full repaving and
improvements to side walks. EG fails miserably when compared to towns with similar sized Main
Streets... think Warren and Bristol

12/1/2019 11:37 PM

10

I voted for schools all the way because that keeps people moving here but i do also love Main
Street.

12/1/2019 11:36 PM

11

No

12/1/2019 11:33 PM

12

there were questions I would have liked to check off more than one option, but that was not
allowed. I do feel schools are most important, but so are things like vibrant downtown, bike paths,
and community feeling.

11/30/2019 9:01 PM

13

Concerned about small shops surviving on Main Street. Too many storefronts are real estate or
salons. Restaurants great but need some more small shops to go into.

11/30/2019 7:59 PM

14

No

11/30/2019 6:22 PM

15

Hope we’ll see results of this survey.

11/30/2019 1:11 PM

16

Somehow linking the waterfront to Main St would be a really attractive change. The waterfront is
kind of "non-existent" to people. The idea of a hotel was a good one except we have a hotel right
in the middle of town- just not one that is working to attract travelers to the town.

11/29/2019 3:06 PM

17

I grew up in East Greenwich in the 70s and have many fond memories of downtown area

11/28/2019 1:51 PM

18

People used to move here for the schools. The quality of the schools is a fallacy perpetuated by
realtors. Evidenced by higher scores in Barrington and administrators leaving. Hopefully this
doesn’t effect home values.

11/28/2019 11:46 AM

19

No

11/27/2019 7:20 PM

20

EG needs a sports complex. Build a Hockey and Pool facility and the town will see ROI. Both
these sports have one thing in common. They have tournaments. We have hotels and we have
things to do in a centrally located place between Boston and NY. It will bring people, business
growth. It’s not cheap yet it impacts everything in the town positively.

11/27/2019 5:19 PM

21

Taxes, stop the spending. People are at the point they are looking moving out. Only people that
want to stay are the ones with kids on school, once out of school they sell.

11/27/2019 3:41 PM

22

No

11/27/2019 3:17 PM
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23

In a perfect E G, the waterfront would be free of the waste transfer station & sewage treatment
plant; and it would be more accessible to all. Better biking lanes and/or bike paths would also be
great. And a commuter train stop to Providence would be a major benefit. However, changing
these elements seems nearly impossible now, given limited finances and how development has
already occurred. Hopefully future planning will take these things into consideration.

11/27/2019 12:01 PM

24

There is to much building going on, which is placing a burden on the town, schools and services

11/27/2019 11:58 AM

25

School Committee must begin to provide leadership and direction.

11/26/2019 10:38 PM

26

More public art!!?

11/26/2019 10:17 PM

27

The level of civic engagement is disappointing. It's surprising that more people don't invest in the
town by attending meetings, volunteering, etc.

11/26/2019 10:07 PM

28

East Greenwich has sadly become a copy of what outsiders think is "New England" and ironically
has destroyed what it actually is... an original New England town. :(

11/26/2019 1:38 PM

29

Get New England Tech to contribute more to the community.

11/26/2019 1:56 AM

30

Provide more off street parking. Close Main street to traffic and any cars during the strolls..Have
trolleys transporting people

11/26/2019 12:49 AM

31

Valet parking on Main Street is a nightmare. It adds traffic, valet drivers going way too fast from
alleyways, and then people are driving into oncoming traffic to go around cars that are stopped in
the middle of the road.

11/26/2019 12:23 AM

32

Bike lanes! More interesting counter service food options! Less dilapidated buildings! Extending
Main Street further (perhaps doing away w/double lanes on Route 1 to encourage pedestrian/bike
traffic)

11/25/2019 9:05 PM

33

I've heard in the council meetings about the underground power lines and bike lanes and this
seems like the biggest waste of money. They need to: 1. Give incentive to someone to buy and
rehab Norms 2. Kick out the half way housing at Greenwich Hotel 3. Put in a train station stop 4.
Add a parking garage

11/25/2019 5:57 PM

34

Families don't care about boutique restaurants and shops. They want family restaurants,
shopping, and entertainment.

11/25/2019 4:51 PM
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35

How do we make East Greenwich more of a destination town than a commuter town for both
residents and nonresidents? I suspect that many East Greenwich residents who live west of Route
2 and commute to work in Providence don’t frequent Main Street very often. What can the Town
do to address eyesores on Main Street and what appears to be abandoned properties or lost at the
North and South gateways of Main Street? I’m referring to properties at the southwest corners of
Main Street and Division and Main Street and First Avenue. I’ve heard that the former Sunoco
station at the southwest corner of 1st and Main has a development plan in place, but when will it be
enacted? As for the former post office building at the corner of Division and Main, that building has
had its problems ever since the post office moved out. Perhaps the town could purchase it and use
it for mixed use including retail, office space, and rental apartments. During the event that the
Odeum, several individuals mentioned that East Greenwich is a ‘college town’, referring to the
relocation of New England Tech several years ago at what had been the flea market at the
intersection of Route 2 and Division. Sorry to say, but this is a stretch of the imagination. Just
because a college is located within a town does not make it a college town in the typical sense of
the term. A New England college town is a place where a school is located on or within a couple of
blocks of a main thoroughfare which students frequent both day and night. I’m thinking of places
like Amherst College in Amherst, Mass., Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut,
Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire and the University of Virginia in Charlottesville,
Virginia. I see very little presence of students in and around Main Street; and while you would
think that many of the shows at the Odeum would draw them in, I rarely see students attending
performances there. I suggest the chamber conduct a survey of the student population at New
England Tech to find out where and why they do/don’t visit Main St. and what could be done to
draw them in. With regard to making East Greenwich biker friendly, East Greenwich is already a
wonderful place to bicycle, just not along Main Street but west of Route 2 out towards Bates Trail,
Carrs Pond Road, and South Road. Creating a biker lane along Main Street, as suggested by
some of the speakers at the forum, would only take away from the parking spaces available along
Main Street; and if you build it, will they come? Just because a bike lane becomes available along
Main Street does not mean that people will start changing their behavior and rising bicycles instead
of automobiles. With regard to the issue of parking in East Greenwich, it’s all a matter of perception
and expectation. From my point of view, East Greenwich already has a significant amount of
parking from the lot across the street from the Odeum, the lot at the town dock, excess parking
spaces on the north sides of King and Queen Streets, and the CVS parking lot. The problem is that
people want to park directly in front of where they’re going; it’s only one block to Main Street from
yet another public lot, the one at Swifts Gym.

11/25/2019 3:24 PM

36

I consider the waterfront part of “downtown”. The public part of EG.

11/25/2019 1:45 PM

37

We have lived in EG for 25 years It’s a fantastic place to live and raise children

11/25/2019 1:32 PM

38

No

11/25/2019 12:00 PM

39

No

11/25/2019 10:26 AM

40

Improve skate park at high school. Add bike paths not lanes and away from roads

11/25/2019 8:34 AM

41

Thank you for all the work being done. Love EG!

11/24/2019 11:31 PM

42

I moved to EG 2 years ago after 30 years in Boston. I've also had a home in Newport for 20 years.
But EG feels like home... I LOVE IT HERE!

11/24/2019 9:09 PM

43

They need to control taxes or those on fixed incomes will have to leave.

11/24/2019 8:35 PM

44

More acoustic live music options during the day (family friendly) would be a great way to enhance
restaurants/businesses.

11/24/2019 4:46 PM

45

I enjoy going to Blu and Finn’s their businesses shouldn’t have to suffer due to people who willingly
moved near these establishments knowing what they were. They are seasonal, and their
neighbors should understand and respect that.

11/24/2019 5:09 AM

46

Bo

11/24/2019 3:36 AM

47

St Patrick’s Day Parade & 4th of July fireworks.

11/24/2019 1:33 AM

48

Underground power lines.

11/24/2019 12:21 AM
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49

Many of the people that have lived in town for 40 years and up feel that newer, richer folk have sort
of taken over, and the history of Main St. has been lost. I'd like to see more acknowledgment of the
history of buildings on Main Street (perhaps info as you come in the door about the history of that
building). Also there is a lot of animosity built up by some of the old EG people about dining on the
sidewalks on Main St. (difficult to pass by, especially for handicapped or elderly) and people
driving their cars too fast on Main St. I almost got clipped once in the crosswalk! Plus it would be
nice to have more activities that bring the townspeople together. I remember after the school
shooting at Sandy Hook, someone organized a get together at the high school where we all stood
in the shape of a big heart and sent a picture of it to those in CT to show our support. It felt so good
to all come together to represent our town and send our community's sympathy & support

11/23/2019 9:01 PM

50

Downtown parking is needed as well

11/23/2019 8:45 PM

51

Valet also should have agreements with parking off premises and not take up most spots on the
streets. Tax payers have no place to park

11/23/2019 7:31 PM

52

Thank you

11/23/2019 6:18 PM

53

Most middle class families are struggling. They bear the brunt of taxes. EG is a bubble where
people seem to forget what “normal” people struggle with, and the town dies too.

11/23/2019 1:17 PM

54

Encourage developers to renovate exciting vacant buildings rather than destroy more open space
and to keep the charm of the original buildings without tearing them down which has been
constantly done in the past such as the old Academy buildings, the original town hall/police dept.
the original Catholic Church on main st. These precious historical buildings were distorted for ugly
parking lots and even uglier structures such as the Dean Building

11/23/2019 12:58 PM

55

Bring back the hockey rinks for the kids!

11/23/2019 12:56 PM

56

Wish more than 1 answer could be chosen in survey; currently a resident AND business owner in
town

11/23/2019 12:45 PM

57

No

11/23/2019 12:33 PM

58

Na

11/23/2019 12:31 PM

59

Even Rodeo Drive has a small parking ramp. Why can’t EG solve its parking congestion in that
manner?

11/23/2019 12:24 PM

60

This is the only online resource I use for my EG news. I don’t do social media (yet lol) anyway I
love your site and that I get emails telling me of stories! Great journalism

11/23/2019 12:23 PM

61

Born and raised here. I've seen the good, bad, and ugly. Unfortunately, mostly sad. Only the
wealthy can afford to live here.

11/23/2019 12:17 PM

62

Avoid over development.

11/23/2019 12:05 PM

63

Better support and a competitive contract for our teachers.

11/23/2019 11:48 AM

64

I attended. As an owner of a substantial building in town, I have many thoughts as to what the
problems of East Greenwich are. The Main Street and waterfront are the biggest assets. There
needs to be big changes in order to accommodate and Bike lanes and underground power lines
isn’t the answer. I listened to some small ideas. We need bigger thoughts than that.

11/23/2019 11:38 AM

65

We must improve our law enforcement by hiring well trained professional officers. We can improve
the access to our waterfront but must remain cautious about overdevelopment of the waterfront.
We have to reduce taxes on small business to encourage growth on Main Street.

11/23/2019 11:27 AM

66

I think you uses to be a good reporter Elizabeth, but your liberal tendencies have blinded you. I
hope you will find yourself again and be great once again.

11/23/2019 3:57 AM

67

No

11/23/2019 2:57 AM

68

Love to see EG designated a Tree City USA (ie more care for street trees)

11/23/2019 1:34 AM

69

EG is such a wonderful place with a vibrant downtown and rural areas let’s keep that vibe

11/22/2019 10:18 PM
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70

I enjoyed going to the town forum at the Odeum. Perhaps a different format that would engage the
audience. Maybe a 'town hall' style Q&A with key people in town government. Periodically with the
Town Manager, then once in a while with the Police Chief, maybe with the Public Works director,
And certainly with Town council members... Such Q&As outside the regular formal town council /
school council meetings would be informative and allow for more information sharing. I know I can
call any of those folks if I had a question, but it would be an answer to one - me. During townwide
forums a single question from one resident (and the answer) would be heard by many and further
extended to those not attending via EG News coverage

11/22/2019 8:37 PM

71

I grew-up in EG, but it was too expensive to settle here (a common story); I live nearby and am
otherwise very active in the community.

11/22/2019 4:49 PM

72

EG has gotten expensive and has forgotten it's heritage.

11/22/2019 4:39 PM

73

Be more attentive to repair of roads by contractors after they dig them up. Terrible.

11/22/2019 4:24 PM

74

We recently moved here because we love this town and all it has to offer. It took almost 3 years to
restore the old house we bought, but it was worth the wait!

11/22/2019 1:22 PM

75

Though we are close to 95, the traffic on 95 (bottlenecks near Rt 4/95 junction and Rt.
10/Elmwood Ave exit/Thurbers Ave) make what should be an advantage less of an advantage. I
know that is beyond our town’a direct authority, but hope it’s something our elected officials could
influence.

11/22/2019 1:04 PM

76

I love the little sticky note link to survey. Thanks for your great work!

11/22/2019 12:23 PM

77

Main st. retail is not in line with the population. Only a few nice stores and a ton of hair salons.

11/22/2019 2:49 AM

78

Love EG!

11/22/2019 2:23 AM

79

New town council a clear improvement over old town council.

11/22/2019 1:32 AM

80

Would like to see a community cultural arts center serving all ages in one comprehensive space.
Performances, courses, workshops, camps, exhibits, outreach, for preschool to seniors in one
space.

11/22/2019 12:55 AM

81

No

11/22/2019 12:42 AM

82

Schools are my #1, but housing costs are super-important too!

11/21/2019 11:40 PM

83

Traffic, noise and congestion have ruined the character of EG and our quality of life

11/21/2019 9:48 PM

84

Love East Greenwich! Parking and driving on Main Street especially from the Shell gas station to
past the CVS...that patch of the road is just awful.

11/21/2019 4:54 PM

85

The traffic light on Division and Howland may need adjusting at rush hour. The back of of cars on
Division Road is getting quite long.

11/21/2019 2:26 PM

86

If East Greenwich were a business, the schools would be our core competency. People move
here for the schools or the property value great schools provide. A Vibrant waterfront and Main
Street, attracting successful business are the benefits of a great town but people covet living in EG
not because of the restaurants, or high end retail it is because of the schools. If you take that value
away EG loses.

11/21/2019 12:37 PM

87

Have been a long time resident and have seen the town budget/debt grow exponentially over the
last 15 years. This has created a heavy burden on the tax structure which will not be sustainable
going forward without serious rationalization of costs. Future demo graphic changes (aging
population) will determine whether the cost to live here is justified

11/21/2019 12:19 PM

88

I didn't like to be limited in my choices to just one answer. Schools are the most important but more
parking downtown is also important and more areas for recreation are so very important.

11/21/2019 2:46 AM

89

Hold a Charrete to discuss future

11/21/2019 2:03 AM

90

Thank you for starting the dialog

11/21/2019 2:00 AM

91

I think there should be a small town newspaper like the Jamestown press that would be free

11/21/2019 1:35 AM

92

The businesses on Water Street are really not that loud. The trains that run on the tracks next to
idiots houses are loud.

11/21/2019 1:22 AM
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93

I would love EG to become the first to start a solar powered monorail type of transit - or solar
trolleys that run on the existing train tracks (or new tracks next to existing ones) that could connect
riders to stops on the north and south parts of downtown as well as future expansion down to north
Kingstown (maybe to Wilson park area & to make walking to wickford possible) and north to
providence and the airport with stops in apponaug, etc along the way. Connecting these areas
could lead the way for RI to become the first functional eco-friendly tracks for community events
sans driving, local shopping, transit to work, etc its a pipe dream but one that would be a wonderful
example to the state and country!

11/21/2019 12:14 AM

94

Eldridge school needs a traffic cop for afternoon pick up. Cars are PARKED at stop signs on both
corners of Prospect St & Friendship St & on the opposite side of Prospect St & Friendship St at the
corner creating one lane. People going around those parked cars drive at unsafe speeds for
walking children creating an annoying free for all. Fix this!

11/21/2019 12:02 AM

95

Affordable housing is 2nd biggest challenge; a vital part of preserving sense of community is
ensuring excellent educational opportunities

11/20/2019 11:43 PM

96

Not really. I live in. Wickford but patronize EG a lot.

11/20/2019 11:16 PM

97

I wish I were still a resident of EG.

11/20/2019 9:51 PM

98

The new Fire Chief is awesome! Love the new Town Council. Things are so much better & more
peaceful.

11/20/2019 9:50 PM

99

We need to focus on the problem of overdevelopment in town. Schools are falling apart and
overcrowded and taxes are too high to maintain them

11/20/2019 9:10 PM

100

Resident for over 40 years and want to be able to continue to afford living here.

11/20/2019 8:38 PM

101

Stop underfunding the schools. Tax breaks should come only when revenue is increased. Stop
hitting all of the employees. They are getting upset.

11/20/2019 8:17 PM

102

I hope those involved with town planning are participating in statewide initiatives to understand
and prepare for the impacts of climate change now, and 20-50 years out. Today's leadership
should be thinking LONG TERM and considering coastal impacts of cc when considering
waterfront development, consider increased temperature impacts on infrastructure, residents,
businesses and farms, and anticipate changes in availability of fuel, food, and other core
resources. The town should plan for a reduction on reliance on fossil fuels in town buildings and
vehicles - explore more solar, electric vehicles, increase access to RIPTA, etc...

11/20/2019 8:08 PM

103

I moved from Maryland to Rhode Island just over two years ago with my family and this is where
we wanted to live. It’s been nothing but great in EG. We love it here

11/20/2019 7:43 PM

104

Town’s increasing infrastructure cost Including labor contracts will drive modest citizens away from
town and make it an elitist community.

11/20/2019 6:17 PM

105

Thx!

11/20/2019 5:57 PM

106

You cannot overspend and expect to strap the residents, our taxes are high enough already. As it
is we are borrowing to pay for improvements at our schools. We have to be careful with the
spending!

11/20/2019 5:49 PM

107

We should have a Boston Commuter Rail station/stop

11/20/2019 5:22 PM

108

Sidewalks roll up early on Main St. Attracting businesses / activities to keep things activated later
would help restaurants do well, which would bring more people down to help more businesses.

11/20/2019 5:13 PM

109

We must maintain our unique history while embracing new technology

11/20/2019 4:56 PM

110

There are loads of shorter term practical solutions that could have meaning for local businesses &
residents. Do we have a 'how to start a business in EG' resource that walks a potential business
through process from selecting property, permitting, licensing, taxes etc? Less than 1/3 of
businesses are members of the Chamber of Commerce but many benefit from its main st efforts.
Perhaps add fee to business licensing to cover CoC fees (lowered) so that it is the robust engine of
Main St. events. Town could expand end of summer concert, perhaps have other outdoor events
promoting EG as a destination

11/20/2019 4:41 PM

111

Could you please publish the net grown of EG from the last census to now. I looked it up awhile
ago and it was a NET NET NET grown of 110 people since 2010. That's hardly 'growth' and does
nothing to help pay for the taxes.

11/20/2019 4:25 PM
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112

Stop rubber stamping housing developments, condos, over 55 communities, massive housing
areas , that impact our schools, infrastructure, town services, police and fire, we are losing our
small town feel and sense of community, there is nothing wrong in saying “no “ to unchecked
growth! Years ago I attended a planning meeting on the development of Rte 2/Division Rd.
Shopping area and we were told that by the towns engineer that traffic would be easily handled
...we all questioned it...and now we have a mess on Rte 2 /Division with traffic, accidents, and how
it impacts all especially our rescue units and police. This congestion will only get worse as Rte 2
north and south of Middle Rd. Continues to develop and unchecked planning continues. Yes this
all contributes to our tax base by business etc., but it’s also destroying what many of us knew and
loved about living in EG.

11/20/2019 4:23 PM

113

Schools need to work more closely with Town Government and be more transparent in their
decisions i.e. recent fund balance issue

11/20/2019 4:08 PM

114

why was there not an open discussion on with the audience on Monday night? you missed a
golden opportunity to let the community respond!

11/20/2019 4:01 PM

115

valet parking needs to be stopped . down town parking is horrible. being a lifetime resident ,i avoid
main st .entirely. turned into yuppieville. over priced businesses.

11/20/2019 3:31 PM

116

Parking near Main st. is a problem - but I bet you already know that. Unfortunately I cannot offer a
solution unless it would be more public transit to get people out of cars, who just want to visit main
st and its shops and restaurants.

11/20/2019 3:18 PM

117

The waterfront needs attention, and access to Goddard Park from Scalloptown would be cool.
Underground wires on Main would tidy things up. Benny's plaza - what a lost opportunity that is ...

11/20/2019 3:11 PM

118

Great schools and vibrant downtown with more integrated waterfront should be the priorities

11/20/2019 2:44 PM

119

a commuter rail stop in East Greenwich should be considered as part of the state's transit plan

11/20/2019 2:06 PM

120

I have two thoughts - first, have the town planners ever considered blocking Main Street to auto
traffic with flow restricted to walkers and bike lanes? A shuttle trolley could link downtown with the
water front. Also, with the development of Route 2 around Dave's, NE Tech, and the various
medical offices, traffic patterns on Route 2 and Division Street are quite congested. Is there a plan
to address that?

11/20/2019 1:51 PM

121

I thought the forum was very enlightening and positive

11/20/2019 1:45 PM

122

Quality schools and downtown are the most short term reachable goals.

11/20/2019 1:38 PM

123

Thanks for coordinating this!

11/20/2019 1:33 PM

124

The option for commuter train transportation from EG would be great.

11/20/2019 1:30 PM

125

No

11/20/2019 12:41 PM

126

Thanks for conducting this survey!

11/20/2019 4:33 AM

127

Nice job at the Odeom.

11/20/2019 3:54 AM

128

Better parking and development of corner of division and main

11/19/2019 8:31 PM

129

Would love to see a year round EG trolley service that goes all over town to connect everyone to
Main Street, Post Road and S County Trail/Division Road businesses.

11/19/2019 8:11 PM

130

Traffic and speeding on roads with residential properties are creating an unsafe environment for
pedestrians.

11/19/2019 5:48 PM

131

A lot of great ideas at the event. Especially like the better access to waterfront, more downtown
parking and hotel idea.

11/19/2019 5:46 PM

132

It was a great turnout; and I agree, the friendly people are what makes East Greenwich stand out
as a community

11/19/2019 5:28 PM
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133

love the direction EG is taking to preserve the success of waterfront establishments while also
respecting the residents nearby with noise ordinance adjustments and better police presence on
busy bar nights. As a resident of the main st area and a former one of the waterfront area, I can
say that only the residents closest to Finn’s, Blu, etc before the train tracks and tree line can I
understand how incredibly loud and disruptive the late live music from 2 or more bars at once has
been in recent years. The trash, fist fights on my lawn, vomiting patrons curbside and reckless
constant drunk driving combined with the window-shaking bass caused me to move from that area
even though I loved all other aspects of the neighborhood. Now that those issues are being
addressed, we are consider moving back there as we are hopeful that we can raise our kids there
in peace & have them sleep through the night while also being able to patronize those
establishments with friends and family who come to town. Best of both worlds is finally happening,
kudos to those who have waded through the disinformation and political drama to find a resolution
that works for everyone!

11/19/2019 3:54 PM

134

No tax hike!

11/19/2019 3:43 PM

135

N/A

11/19/2019 3:39 PM

136

The school district needs a Superintendent and School Committee that can advance a long term
strategic vision that the budget supports and aligns with as well as a measure to gauge success
along the way.

11/19/2019 3:02 PM

137

No

11/19/2019 3:00 PM

138

Do something about below Main Street parking congestion to help the residents in the “historic
district “ get their neighborhoods back.

11/19/2019 2:57 PM

139

Great event for foster community

11/19/2019 2:54 PM

140

Unhappy about harsh noise restrictions at the waterfront.

11/19/2019 2:51 PM

141

Please keep in mind that EG has a diverse income population. Improvements cost $ but maybe
there are ways to accomplish without increasing resident property taxes or add on more
assessments.

11/19/2019 2:40 PM

142

Revitalizing the waterfront is key to bringing tourists, boaters, and diners of all economic strata to
EG. Similarly, a diversity of storefronts on Main Street , rather than just all bridal shops or all
restaurants will enable our residents to shop here, rather than go far.

11/19/2019 1:41 PM

143

The political fighting between Democrats and Republicans is completely toxic and will ruin this
town. There needs to be a come-together of the loud mouths on both sides (even sequester them
until they figure it out!) to get to some understanding so they can control their "sides". As an
Independent, watching this daily is like watching children fighting and it's out of hand, immature
and exhausting.

11/19/2019 12:29 PM

144

No

11/19/2019 10:14 AM

145

Balance between families and older residents in terms of schools and property taxes

11/19/2019 8:46 AM

146

Schools are key to every other issue.

11/19/2019 4:38 AM

147

Solve the downtown parking problem.

11/19/2019 4:12 AM

148

Was at the forum. Nice job! Looking forward to the next one.

11/19/2019 3:52 AM

149

Bring back the FAMILY atmosphere to downtown. Shopping for families, restaurants for families,
entertainment for families.

11/19/2019 3:43 AM

150

I question whether it is possible or if a study has been done having diagonal parking on Main
Street rather than parallel parking. If doable, this could add 5o% more space for cars to park and
easier to move into a space! Fortunately, the lot where PrintShops formerly owned (now Tio
Mateo's), had parking for 10 cars. Although tight, we were grateful to have that space for parking, a
luxury in downtown oarking. Harry Waterman, Cartridge World Ri A business person of 30 years in
East Greenwich.

11/18/2019 8:56 PM

151

This is ML -- test

11/18/2019 8:42 PM
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